RAJASTHAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, AJMER

Corrigendum in result of Lecturer- Computer Engineering

Forty Six posts of Lecturer- Computer Engineering for Technical Education Department were advertised by the Commission in their advertisement No. 03/2014-15 and Corrigendum Nos. 13/2014-15 and 06/2017-18. Result of said posts was declared on 09-04-18 in which Six notes were mentioned in the bottom. In continuation of these notes, the following new note may be read after note no. 6:

Notes :

(7) In compliance of interim orders dated 11-08-17 of Hon’ble Rajasthan High Court in S.B.Civil Writ Petition No. 12738/2017 the Commission have decided to keep one Post vacant of GE,WE,WD Category.
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